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1.0 National Cardiovascular Data Registry (NCDR) Clinical Quality Coach Physician Dashboard

The NCDR Clinical Quality Coach Practice Dashboard is a practice level solution that assists practice administrators in managing physicians’ licensure status, medical board certifications, Continuing Medical Education (CME) credits and other qualifications to support claims administration and credentialing efforts. The Practice Dashboard allows administrators to track all their physicians’ certifications and credentials in one place, through an intuitive sortable dashboard view. For physicians with the Clinical Quality Coach application, administrators are also able to track physicians’ Maintenance of Certification activities (or Clinical Quality Activities) conducted in the app. Leveraging the data and resources of the ACC and NCDR, the Practice Dashboard requires minimal data entry, automatically generating physician profiles and transcripts.

2.0 General Participation Requirements

The list below outlines the elements required for optimal use of the Clinical Quality Coach Practice Dashboard.

2.1. General Requirements

- A participating practice (“Participant”) must have an executed and current Participation Agreement which authorizes ACC to collect and present licensure and CME credits at a physician level to practice administrators through the dashboard.

2.2 Annual Fees

- Participant is required to pay an annual fee for access to the Clinical Quality Coach Practice Dashboard.
- The annual fee covers the period of January 1 through December 31.
- ACC publishes the annual fees [here](#). ACC will provide the Participant with an invoice of fees via email when annual fees are due.
- The annual fee is non-refundable even if your participation in the NCDR is terminated for any reason.

2.3. Dashboard Management

- The Participant will assign, designate, and provide contact information for a Dashboard Administrator.
  - The Dashboard Administrator is the primary point of contact and primary user of the Clinical Quality Coach Practice Dashboard and will serve as the liaison between ACC and the Participant.

3.0 Technical Requirements

The list below details the technical elements necessary for a practice to utilize the web-based dashboard and associated reports.

- Operating System: Microsoft Windows 2007 or higher, Mac OSX 10 or higher.
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- Browser: Currently supported version of Microsoft’s Internet Explorer (Recommend that pop-up blockers are disabled)
- Microsoft Excel version 2007 or higher (will not accept versions older than 2007)
- Adobe PDF Reader
- All exports will be delivered in a tab delimited format.

4.0 Support Requirements
ACCF will provide support via telephone (1-800-257-4737) and email (ncdr@acc.org) during ACC’s business hours Monday through Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Eastern Time, excluding major holidays.